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ABSTRACT

Considerable progress has been made on automatic hexahedral mesh generation in recent years. Several automatic meshing
algorithms have proven to be very reliable on certain classes of geometry. While it is always worth pursuing general algorithms
viable on more general geometry, a combination of the well-established algorithms is ready to take on classes of complicated
geometry. By partitioning the entire geometry into meshable pieces matched with appropriate meshing algorim the origiml
geometry becomes meshable and may achieve better mesh quality. Each meshable pordon is recognized as a meshing feature.
This paper, which is a part of the feature based meshing methodology, presents the work on shape recognition and volume
decomposition to automatically decompose a CAD model into meshable volumes.

There are four phases in this approach Feature Determination to extinct decomposition feature%Cutting Surfaces Generation to
form the “tailored’’cuttingsurfaces, Body Decomposition to get the imprinted volumes and Meshing Algorithm Assignment to
match volumes decomposed with appropriate meshing algorithms. The feature determination procedure is based on the CLoop
feature recognition algorithm that is extended to be more general. Results are demonstrated over seveml parts with complicated
topology and geometry.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Finite Element Analysis (FEA) technique is widely
used for parts prototyping and design verification.
Meshing, the procedure to prepare FEA model, proves to
be time-consuming and error prone. The automation of
mesh generation can immediately speed the product design
cycle. Automatic meshing generation on tetrahedral
elements has achieved much success and there are a few
reliable tetrahedral meshing algorithms available

nowadays. FEA on Hexahedral elements uses higher order
interpolation functions and tends to achieve more accurate
results. Hexahedral mesh is preferable to tetrahedral mesh
in same applications for seveml reasons [1]. Many
rescarci-iershave been investigating algorithms to automate
the procedure to get all-hexahcdral elements model [2].
Although significant progress has been made over the
years, the completely automated method that is demanded
by designers who practice FEA is not yet available due to
the general difficulty of filling hexahedral elements into 3D
space. .
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Meshing is a process of spatial decomposition. A physical
3D space is decomposed into small elements w“th required
topology and geometry constraints. Different algorithms
differ in the way that they decompose the 3D space.
Several hexahedral-meshing algorithms are suggested and
the implementations become reliable on some classes of
geometry. There are mappinglsubmapping algorithm [3]
[4], Sweeping [51[6], Plastering [7J, Whisker Weaving [8],
shrinking-mapping method [9], and Grid based method [1O]
[1I].

Human experience of meshing procedure may shed some
light on the automatic meshing algorithms that we are
pursuing. It is certainly worthwhile to go on developing
general automatic algorithms like plastering and whisker
weaving to deal with general geometry directly. In the
meantime, it is also vahrable to pursue a decomposition-
based meshing methodology that mim”cs the human
procedure of meshing decompose the original geometry
globally and make full use of meshing solutions available.
Although mapping, submapping and sweeping work on
constrained geometry, they can usually deal with a large
portion of practical parts. The working versions of
plastering and whisker weaving also become reliable on
certain classes of difficult geometry. In another view, the
complexity of the geometry and topology of the original
model is reduced by decomposition, thus the model
becomes meshable with well established approaches.

Besides improving the meshability of a model, the quality
of mesh can be enhanced and the meshing time can be
reduced. The complicated meshing algorithms that take on
more versatile geometry are more computationally
expensive than simpler ones. For example, the meshing
speed of whisker weaving is 100 hexahedral eIements per
secon~ while the speed of mapping is 10,000 hexahedral
elements per second [12][13]. Through decomposition, the
geometry and topology of the volumes usually become
simpler, thus it is possible for them to be meshed by
algorithms like sweeping and mappinglsub-rnapping, which
generally produce fast and good quality mesh. Genetally,
computatiomlly inexpensive meshing algorithms that

. minim”ze meshing time but maximize mesh quality can be
chosen on volumes decomposed. This paper is to report the
progress that we made on the feature based decomposition
approach [12] [16] [Ifl [18].

Other meshing algorithms based on decomposition have
been developed recent years. ICEM AutoHexa is an object-
based hexahedral mesher [19]. The medial axis transform
(MAT) technique is suggested for decomposition and
meshing [20] [21] [22]. Sheffer et al. [23] propose the
Embedded Voronoi Graph to guide decomposition. Chiba
et al. [24] introduce an automatic hexahedral mesh
generation method based on the shape-recognition and
boundary-fit algorithms. Bib-Yaw Shih and Hiroshi
Saktnai presatt a mesh generation tool via swept volume
decomposition [25]. The algorithms above have their
advantages in their own courses, but also have their
limitations. This paper employs Feature Recognition (FR)
technique to guide the decomposition in an intelligent way,
which attempts to obtain decomposition results intuitive to
meshing.

2. FEATURES, VOLUME DECOMPOSITION,

AND MESHING

Feature Recognition (FR) is the procedure to extinct design
or manufacturing fwtures from a solid model. It is w“dely
used in design and manufacturing. Extensive research has
been performed in FR field [26] [271 [28]. Usually FR
technique is domain-dependent. When using FR technique
in the meshing dornaiw different requirements are
enforced.

2.1 Features

Traditionally FR techniques are deveIoped in the domain of
d~”gn and manufacturing. Usually they are domain-
dependent and not suitable to serve as a feature
detet-ndnationalgorithm for the purpose of meshing [18].

Generally only sets of feature primitives relevant to the
application are recognized. They may only represent a
small portion of the whole part. “Bosses”,%iis~ Wets”
and ‘key-ways” are defined based on different
requirements for design and manufacm”ng ftmctiomlity.
The major portion of the part maybe letl with no further
recognition.

The fkatures defined may not be rational for meshing. For
FR in the machining domai~ ‘boss”or ‘iii” is determined
because of the different fitnctionalities. In meshing, they
are regarded as the same feature as long as the same
algotithm can be used to mesh them. Negative features
have no direct value to meshing. In the meshing domaim
otdy exclusive addition opemtion is well recognized and
implemented. Negative features or a set of f=tures having
overlapping volumes are not acceptable in the meshing
domain.

The meshing feature decompose takes a solid model as the
input and outputs recognized meshing f=tures. These
meshing features are sub-volumes matched with
appropriate meshing algorithms. Among them there are
sweeping features, mappinglsubnapping feature-s,
plastering fatures, Whisker Weaving f6atures, etc. The
procedure is shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. Meshing Feature Decompose -

The feature reco~ition technique to be used for the
purpose of meshing should be flexiile enough to
accommodate meshing features. It is not necessary to be a
recognize at the high end of an applicatio~ thus it may not
be tightened with the specific application and can be easily
adjusted to meet the needs of the meshing domain. Most
decomposition takes place at concave transition zones. A
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fundamental and convexity-aware FR technique may serve
the purpose of the decomposition for meshing well.

Among so many feature recognition techniques, CLoop
based FR technique [16] [17] [18] [29] is chosen as the
foundation of the feature decompose for meshing. This
paper uses the feature recognition technique extended from
the CLOOPconcept in the general feature determimtion
phase. This technique uses topological and geomerncal
information generally available in most solid modelers such
as ACIS and CADICAM systems such as
PRO/ENGINEER and IDEAS. The FR algorithm is proven
to be computationally inexpensive and can be implemented
robustly.

The CLoop feature is addressed in the following sub-
section.

2.1.7 CLoop Feature

Gadh and Prinz suggested an abstraction of CLoop for
feature recognition and CLoop was introduced as a closed
set of linked edges with the same convexity [29]. The
CLoops, combined with rules, are used to extract both
protrusive features like ribs, bosses, etc. and depressive
features like holes and slots. For the purpose of
decomposition, Liu and Gadh extended the definition of
CLoop to be an open or closed link of edges by introducing
PLoop and HLoop [16] [17J The concept of PLoop and
HLoop is relaxed firther and SLoop, a type of CLoop with
mixed convexity, is introduced to accommodate more
classes of features such as fillet shapes [18].

An edge can be classified as Concave Edge, Convex Edge,
Neutral Edge and Hybrid Edge based on the edge angle
[171~18].

Based on the convexity of edges, a CLoop is classified as
[171[18]:

● Pure CLoops. Pure CLoop, denoted as lP, is a closed
link of edges with the same convexity. It can be
fin-ther classified as Pure Concave CLoop; Pure
Convex CLOOIXPure Neutral CLoop [18]. For
simplicity, we refer to Pure CLoop as PLoop.

● Pseudo CLoop. Pseudo CLoop, denoted as ls, is a
closed Iink of edges whh mixed convexity. The
edges in the CLoop can be neutral, concave, convex
or hybrid. For simplicity, we refer to Pseudo CLoop
as SLoop.

● Hybrid CLoop. Hybrid CLoop, denoted as Ah,is an
open link of edges with the same or mixed convexity.
For convex and hybrid edges, the similar geometric
constraints are enforced as SLoop to ensure that a
limited set of hybrid CLoops, which are suitable for
decomposition, is formed. For simplicity, we refer to
Hybrid CLOOPas HLOOP.

Fig.2 illustrates the three different kinds of CLoop. The
inclusion of SLoop and extension of PLoop and HLoop
allow for the definition and extraction of more
decomposition features that can not be determined by the
previous definition of PLoop and HLoop.

CLoops are used to define four classes of shape Protrusion,
Blind Depression,Through Depression, and Bridge [17].

Figure 2. PLOOP, HLOOP and SLOOP

Meshing features are protrusive volumes. Shapes such as
protrusion and bridge are recognized for decomposition. A
bridge feature is converted to a protrusion f~turc when the
adjacent protrusion feature is cut off. In practice, it is not
necessary to distinguish a protrusion from a bridge.
Negative features are not decomposed for meshing.
However, recognition on depressive volumes can give
some guidance in some phases of our approach.

2.1.2 Meshing Features

The ultimate goal of the meshing feature recognition is to
get meshable sub-volumes. These sub-volumes, when
matched with appropriate meshing algorithms, become
meshing features.

The ‘appropriate” meshing algorithm by default means the
most computationally inexpensive algorithm that can retain
the satisfying mesh quality. It can change to the algorithm
with the best mesh quality or with the fast meshing speed
based on the requirement of certain application context.

Figure 3. Retrieving Meshing Features

There are two ways to retrieve meshing features, as shown
in Figure 3. One is to begin with CLoop based feature
recognition and decomposition and then assign suitable
meshing algorithms to decomposed vohrm~, the other is to
directly use meshing patterns to guide the recognition and
decomposition from the beginning. The direct way could
guarantee the vohrmes decomposed are suitable for
meshing. Besides, it allows for the extraction of some
decomposition features that can not be defined by the
CLoop. Its disadvantage is that the matching patterns of
those meshing features are more complicated and some of
them are even ambiguous. Decomposition directly with
meshing features is more computationally expensive. In
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addition, it is not expected that all portions of the model
could be matched with an automatic meshing schema. In
this sense, even if the volumes decomposed by the CLoop
is not good for automatic meshing algorithms, itisstill
goad to cut off because generally the decomposition is
helpful for manual meshing. Thus, the decomposition
stmtegy is designed to respond to the considerations above
while making reasonable attempts to achieve the possibly
best decomposition result. The process begins with CLoop
based decomposition and the knowledge of meshing
patterns is used to guide the selection of the cutting loops
and the generation of cutting surfaces. Then for the
leftovers where no CLoop can be found and no automatic
meshing algorithm may be assigned, meshing patterns arc
used directly to guide further decomposition:

Among many available meshing algorithms, the matching
patterns for sweeping, mapping and sub-mapping are easy
to abstract. But usually for many other meshing algorithms,
the topological and geometric requirement is not obvious
and matching patterns for them can be difticult to abstract.
A matching pattern of a meshing algorithm has the nature
of changing along with the advance of the meshing
algorithm itself. Meshingpatternsneed to be adjusted along
with the progress of the meshing algorithms.

2.2 Volume Decomposition

We have S2 as the operator representing the entire
decomposition procedure to obtain meshing faturcs. B
represents the original body. W is the decomposition set
that holds all the decomposed volumes including the
intermediate results generated d~”ng the decomposition
procedure. Then we hive

Q(B) = w

V is the set of volumes ultimately
decomposition for meshing and

V,GV i G [1,n]

Then

(1)

Ieft at the end of

(2)

vic B, - i G [1,n]

V,nvj= $ i, j c [1,~] (3)”

B=$v,
1=1

where z is the operator of exclusive addition.

M is the set of meshing features and Y is the operator of
the meshing algorithm assignmerr~then

Y(v) =M (4)

We hope

if each volume v cart be matched w-th an automatic
meshing algorithm. But it will always hold true if we relax
it by introducing the manual algorithm as a candidate.

To measure the success of decomposition for meshing, we
introduce + as the automatic meshing ratio. @is the ratio of
the volume that can be meshed automatically to the entire
volume of the original body, thus

/
@= V(JO

V(B) (6)

where V is the operator to calctdate the volume.

There arc some decomposition algorithms proposed in the
domains of computational geometry and f~turc recognition
[30] [31] [32] [33]. Chazel!e introduced the technique to
decompose non-convex objects into convex components
[30], but the shapes of volumes decomposed can be
arbitmry and the algorithm doesnl recognize the rationale
of finite element meshing. Woo suggested the process
called ASV (Alternating Sum of Volumes) [31]. Hiroshi
pxesentedthe abstmction of “maximal vohIrnes”[32] [33].

2.2.1 Volume Decomposition Strategies

It is natuml to represent the decomposition procedure as a
tree, called a decomposition free. The rootof a.
decomposition tree is the original model B. The set of
nodes except the root in the decomposition tree is set W
agd the set of leaf nodes is set V. Specially, we call the
evolution of a node to produce its children nodes as a
‘split-.
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Figure 4. Recursive Decomposition

We refer to a bounding loop that is used to generate cutting
sutfaces for decomposition as a “separator”. Separators are
formed after CLoops or meshing features arc recognized.

The decomposition procedure is recursive. As shown in
Figure 4, the output of the operator S, which represents the
decomposing operation based on the sepamtors, is sent
back to the operator as the input. The opemtion stops when
no separator is available.

Usually multiple sepamtors are found to decompose a
volume. If the separators are consumed one at a time for a
%plit~ the decomposition tree is a binary tree. If more than
one can be consumed for a ‘%plit’: the resulting
decomposition tree is a general tree. These are two different
decomposition strategies. We call the former binary
decomposition and the latter non-bina~ decomposition.

In a binary decomposition, a single separator is chosen
from all the available separators to achieve the best cutting
result at that stage. New scpamtors could be uncovered

. ... .. ., ,, ...,, .. . ..?-n.-,,., ... ..- .,, .. . ,. .. .,%...: ,. ... .. . . . .... ... =T-?-- . ..



from each new volume. The new ones together with old
ones form the pool where the sepamtor for next cum”ngis
chowr.

Figure 5. Binary Decomposition

In a non-bha~ decomposjfh, among the available
sepamto~ all of the ‘tunable” separators are used to
decompose the model. The old ‘lm-cuttab!e” separators
may become %uttable” on the new volumes and new
separators could be found on them too. Then, bdr new and
old separators of every volume arc used to further
decompose the volume.

I

11

11

Figure 6. Non-binary Decomposition

Figure 5 and Figure 6 show different decomposition trees
that result from the two different decomposition strategies.
The problems of separator cuttability and comparison are to
be addressed later.

. .

2.2.2 the Steps of Volume Decomposition

There are four phases in our approach for CLoop based
volume decomposition CLoop based feature rccognitio~
cutting surfaces generation, volume decomposition and
meshing fkatures determination. For the volume
decomposition approach based directly on meshing
features, there are t~ree phase~ meshing features
determination, cutting stiaces generation and volume
decomposition.

$!3.Solid Model “<*Z.“J.,.,

-n ““?J;Z “

~ CLooporMcshingPatternbasedFR I

+ v
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L 1

+
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Figure 7. Feature Decomposition Procedure

The decomposition procedure is shown in Figure 7.

2.2.3 Knowledge based Decomposition

Volume decomposition is a procedure where artificial
intelligence should be applied. The f=ture-based algorithm
is an attempt to do decomposition in an intelligent way. We
are trykrg to mimic the way that a meshing expqt would
handle a model that could not be meshed automatically in
the beginning. The expert may try to decompose it into
several portions, each of which can be matched with a
known meshing template that either could be easily meshed
manually or is suitable for an available auto-meshing tool.
This procedure requires considerable knowledge of
meshing algorithms and decomposition tools. Even an
expert may experience seveml hials and failures before
finding tie best solution but usually an acceptable one in
practice to rnanipuIate the geometry.

Figure 8. Knowledge Based Feature
Decomposition
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The knowledge consists of the understanding of the
meshing templates that come from the availab!e meshing
algorithms and generally are constrained topologically and
geometrically. It includes some rules, heuristic in nature, to
guide the decomposition. Nearly every phase of the feature
decomposition needs the guidance from the knowledge, as
illustrated in Figure 8.

3. DETERMINATION OF CLOOP AND
CUTTABLE SEPARATORS

CLoop determination is a procedure of graph searching.
Both PLoop and SLoop are a closed link of edges, while
HLoop is an open link of edges. The search of PLoop and
SLoop is very similar except for the different requirement
on convexity.

We define G(e) as the edge graph of model M. A CLoop is
formed by linking edges sharing the required convexity in
the Gmph G.

3.1 Determination of PLoop

Evety edge can be marked with ajlag “immarked’; ‘“in
progress “or “Jhtirhed’I
Lisa list of edges.
A is a list ofedges which represents a CLoop.
Y holds a list of CLoops in the model M. -

Begin with an edge graph G (e)
Start whh initializing all nodes of concave edges
by marking them with flag ‘iuunarked”.
Initialize an empty list Y.
Initialize an empty ordered list L.
For every node of a concave edge e that is
%unarked”

Do depth-first search by calling DFS
(e).
Depose the list L.

End For
End

Function DFS (n)
Mark n “in progress”
Put n in list L.
For every successive node of concave edge m of
n (Successive nodes are all the adjacent nodes of
node n except the node preceding n in the
traversal path.)
Begin

If m is %rrmarked”,then do DFS (m).
Else if m is marked with% progress”
then

Initialize an empty list A.
Copy nodes in L from m
through n into list A.
Put Ainto list Y. “

Else if m is marked with “finished”
then

Do nothing.
End if.

End
Mark n with “finished’’flag.
Remove n from the list L.

Function end.

List Y holds all PLoop in the model M.

3.2 Determination of SLoop

In essence, the procedure to determine SLoop is the same
as PLoop. The only difference is that there is a different
requirement on edge convexity in the loop. A Slwp is
formed by edges with different convexity.

SLoop can define some fwturcs that arc impossible to
define by CLoop and HLoop. For example, they can be
used to determine a fillet-type feature. % shown in Fi~
2, two SLoops are extmcted. One of them bounds a fillet-
type shape.

3.3 Determination of HLoop

HLoop is an open CLoop and one more step is needed to
complete it. There are two steps in HLoop determination:
getting the open link of edges, then traversing the Iateml
faces between the two ends of the link and generating
neutral edges on the lateral face to complete the link.

The step of getting an open link of edges for HLoop is
similar to the determination of PLoop and SLoop. For
PLoop and SLoop, a CLoop is formed when the traversal
path ends up with a cycle. For HLoop, it is formed when
the traversal path ends at some vertex where no more
successive edges with required convexity can be added into
that path. Usually, neutml edges generation and cutting
stiace fitting for HLoop is done at the same time.

3.4 CLoop Space and Separators Pool

Figure 9. CLoop Space (partial)

All instances of PLoop, SLoop and HLoop constitute a
CLoop space. CLoops in this space are then analyz~
compared and merged to form the pool of cuttable
separatom. Figure 9 shows an example of the CLoop space.
Notes that some HLoops are not displayed in this example.
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By observing Figure 9, we can find that some CLoops are
clustered. CLoop a or b itself is a cluster with a sing!e
member. CLoop c, d e and f form the third cluster with four
members. The relationship of CLoops is an important
factor for analyzing cuttable sepamtors.

3.4.1 the Relationship of CLoops

There are four kinds of relationships among CLoops. They
are %lien’;‘intersected”,“connected’’and‘koplanar”.

A ‘intersected” relationship means the two CLoops share
vertices between them. This relationship usually doesnt
happen among PLoops. See Figure 10 please.

A “connected”relationship means the two CLoops share at
least one edge between them. For example, in Figure 9,
CLoop c, L e and f are “connected”to one another.

A “coplana?’relationship means the two CLoops share the
same set of extendable surface and one CLoop is inside the
other. See Figure I I please.

A “alien” relationship means the two CLoops dent have
any of the relationships above. In the example of Figure 9,
CLoop a and bare “alien’’andeither of them is an’’alien”to
any one of c, d e and f.

A HLoop needs to be completed in order to judge its
relationship to others accurately.

3.4.2 Generating Separators

A sepatator is a cuttable bounding link of edges. It can
consist of more than one CLoop.

Figure 10. Two HLOOPSIntersection

Some heuristic rules for generating separators

● “coplanar” CLoops form a single separator. Figure
11 gives two examples of them, one for HLoop, the
other for CLoops. PLoop i and j form a separator. So
do HLoop k and L

● Among “connected” CLoops, only one of them is
chosen as a separator at that stage. CLoop c, d, e and
fare connected to one another. As shown in Figure 6,
fin Figure 9 is chosen to be a separator at Stage L
Other CLoops like c, d and e are made crsttable
during the following stages.

● Between ‘intersected” CLOOPS,only one of them is
chosen as a separator at that stage. Especially, if a
PLoop or SLOOPis intersected with a HLOOP,the
PLoop or SLOOPis chosen as the separator. Figure 10
gives an example of two HLoop intersection. HLoop
his chosen over HLoop g as the separator.

● A “aliened” CLOOPcan serve as a separator. PLoop a
and b of the examp!e in Figure 9 above can form a
sepamtor. Their decomposition result is shown in
Figure6.

The’rules are heuristic in nature. Further investigation on
them is still ongoing.

(a)

Figure 11. Mergable CLOOPS

AH the available separators form a pool of choice at that
stage. For the non-binary decomposition%as shown in
Figure 6, all of them are used for generating cutting
surfaces and more than 2 volumes cart be obtained at one
time. For the binary decomposition as, shown in Figure 5,
one of them is chosen as the single sepamtor. There can be
many criteria for selection. For example, the simplest
CLoop serve as the sepamtor. Or, choose the longest
CLoop as the separator instead. This issue merits finther
investigation.

4. CONSTRUCTING CUTTING SURFACES

Cutting surfaces are formed based on bounding separators.
Mostly the geometry information of adjacent or distant
surfaces in the neighborhood of the edges is also used in
the procedure of constructing cutting surfaces. The
knowledge of meshing templates is involved too.

It is easy to understand that a set of edges alone is not
enough to constrain a surface. Especially if free-form
stiaces are allowed, shapes of fitting edges can be
arbitmry. Figure 12 shows an example of two reasonable
fitting results from a single CLoop. It needs more
information, such as the neighborhood geometry, to judge
which one is viable or superior.

Different cuttings can bring significantly different
geometry and have a huge impact on meshing: For the
example in Figure 13, the decomposition of (b) results in
swept volumes while the decomposition of (a) leads to
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shapes W-titB-splines, where the mesh quality deteriorates
and usually more time is needed to mesh them.

Figure 12. Two Different sets of Covering
Surfaces for a PLOOP

The purpose of the fitting procedure is to construct a set of
cutting surfaces good for meshing. On one han~ the shape
of f=ture good for meshing should be preserved. For
example, if a swept fkature is recognize~ the geometry of
the cutting surfaces for it shotdd be built not to contaminate
the sweeping nature. On the other hand, some compromise
has to Lwmade ifa preserve ofa fature may deteriorate the
overall mesh quality. [n the example of Figure 14 (a), the
lower potion of the part is good for a simple sweeping, but
the cutting brings extra acute angles to the upper portion
where it is hard to generate a mesh with good quality and
usually more expensive meshing algorithms are needed to
mesh it. The overall mesh quality of the part deteriorates a
lot. A cutting such as Figure 14 (b) is much more
acceptable. The upper portion can expect much better mesh
quality, while the lower portion could still be meshed by a
advanced sweeping meshing algorithm with decent mesh
quality.

(a) 0$ ,

Figure 13. A Case Favorable for Extending

4.1 Extending and Non-extending Algorithm

There is the nattnal fitting algorithm for PLoop, the
blending algorithm for PLoop and SLoop, and the natuml
extending algorithm for HLoop. The operation to generate
a cutting surface may take a ‘considerable amount of time.
The problem solving space in 3D is greatly larger than it in
2D. General algori+rns that elegantly take care of varied
topology or geometry situations take efforts to develop.

As for cutting surfaces generation, this paper foeuses on
prexmting the progress made on ‘hatural extending”

algorithr& that are relatively maturer now. As the names of
the algorithms suggesL the algorithms w surface
extension to create cutting surfaces. “Natural” here
particularly stresses the use of the native geometry in the
extension. It tries to avoid introducing extra geometry into
the model by using native geome~ whenever possible.
Thus, the fragmentation of geometry presentation is
avoided and the feature is simpler to interpret. The
geometrical calculation cart be performed more efficiently
and unnecessary surface merging is spared. The extending
algorithms prove to be effective in many eases. Figure 13
demonstrates a simple example where a natural extending
algorithm is preferable to a non-extending algorithm.

(a) (b)

Figure 14. A Case Favorable for Non-Extending

However, that deesnt mean that extending algorithms
always hold an edge over non-extending algorithms. Figure
14 is actually a ease where an extending algorithm is not
feasible. The seketion of surface fitting algorithms is
driven by the specific geome~ and topology constraints.

right

Base
Su~acer-of a CLoop is a S& of hunding surfaces aIofig
one side of the CLoop. For manifold modeling, each edge
is bounded by two surfaces, thus each CLoop has two sets
of Base Surfaces. EMending Sutface.s is one of the two
Base Surfaces to be used for extension.
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The selection of the LMending Sw-jaces is heuristic ~ It
is based on the neighboring geometry. One of the hetumtic
rules that we are using is that the Base Surfaces that have
the simplest geometry are the Extending Swfaces expected.

4.2 Natural Fitting Algorithm

Natural fitting algorithm is an extending algorithm in
nature. It is mostly used for constructing cutting surfaces
for PLoop.

The natural fitting algorithm is illustrated in the reference
[18].

Figure 15 gives an example that uses the natural fitting
algorithm for cutting surface generation. It shows the exact
sequence of cutting patches generation. Three pkarrar
patches arc formed and the cube at the comer is
successfully cut off. The two sub-volumes are kept
prismatic and can be easily meshed by the sweeping or the
submapping] algorithm.

Note:thepartisfimnSasdiaNationalLabordc&s

Figure 16 Another Example for Natural Fitting

Figure 16 shows another example of using the mtuml
fitting algorithm. Two planar patches and one cylindrical
patch arc formed. The comer object is cut off smoothly.
The decomposition result is very elegant.

4.3 Natural Extending Algorithm

Natuml extending algorithm is used to construct cutting
stttiaces for HLoop.

I. concave entities II. imprints III. convex en&es

Figure 17. Cases of Lateral Surfaces

Right now, there are two algorithms to complete HLoop
and generate a cutting surface: a simple extending
algorithm [Ifl and a natural extending algorithm [18]. The
example of Figure 13 shows the different decomposition
results by the two algorithms.

The natural extending algorithm for HLoop is illustrated in
the reference [18].

The lateral surfaces can be complicated. Figure 17 shows
cases of lateral surfaces with simple examples. If the
surface appears once in the &averSalpath, it is regarded as
simple lateml surface. If all the lateral surfaces are simple,
we have only one traversal thread throughout the whole
procedure. Otherwke, the traversal path can be split into
multiple traversal threads when it hits a complicated lateral
surface. Figure 18 illustrates the traversal path splitting.

Figure 18. Traversal Path Splitting

4.4 Cutting Surface Tailoring

+“
h

Nok oxigirmlpui ilom%ulia NatiOMILabOm!OrieS

Figure 19. Cutting Surfaces Tailoring

It is possible that there are holes or depressions inside the
body. The cutting surface needs to be further refined with
all holes tailored out if a stitching algorithm other than the
ordimry Boolean operation is used for volume
decomposition.

The cuq-ent implementation of cutting surface tailoring is
not geneml enough and further investigation is ongoing.
Figurel 9 gives an example of cutting surface tailoring.

5. VOLUME DECOMPOSITION

We use two algorithms for volume decomposition. One is
the regular Boolean opemtion based the other is the
stitching operation based. Stitch is a special operation that
joins two volumes along edges and verdces that are
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compatible [34]. A stitch operation does not perform
surface-surface intersection. The stitching operation based
decomposition algorithm requires the cutting surfaces to be
tailored.

Figure 20. Imprints Propagation

A decomposition tree is constructed during the procedure
of decomposition. It records the sequence of
decomposition.

Figure 21. A Test Part from Sandia National
Laboratories .

Mesh on the cutting surfaces of volumes separated has to
be compatible. When a volume is decomposed into sub-
volumes, the imprin~ which represents the compatible
region, is let on each volume separated. It will enforce the
compatibility of the mesh within it when meshing.

Figure 22 A Test Part from Sandia National
Laboratories

The imprints may be split during further decomposition.
This split needs to propagate through all the volumes that
share the old imprints. A decomposition tree doesnt hold
the exact relationship behveen sub-volumes. Some

‘tonncctivity edges’’need to Ix added to the tree during the
decomposition to ‘tetain” the ‘konnecti\ity” of sub-
vohmres. A decomposition tree is then converted into a
Eody relationship graph (DRG). When an imprint is split,
the ‘connectivity edges” in DRG are traced to generate a
list of the affected volumes. The imprints on those volumes
are split too.

In Figure 5 and Figure 6, the decomposition result
presented is before ‘Imprint propagation The imprint on
the bottom block is not correct actually. The final imprint
atler ‘fmprint propagation” is shown in Figure 20.

6. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

The implementation is based on ACIS (one of the leading
3D rncdeling kernels) and is being ported to CUBIT [13] (a
3D hexahedral meshing toolkit developed by CUBIT group
in Sandia National Labaatories. Figure 21, Figure 22,
Fi-~ 23 and Figure 24 show some of the decomposition
results that the current implementation achieved. After
decomposition, nearly all or large portion of these models
coutd be meshed by computational inexpensive meshing
algorithms such as sweeping, mapping and sub-mapping.

Figure 23. A Test Part

7. CONCLUSION

This paper presents the work on shape recognition and
volume decomposition to automatically decompose a CAD
model into meshable volumes. There are four phases in this
approach Feature Determination to extract a
decomposition feature, Cutting “Surfaces Generation to
form the ‘hilorcd’’cutting surface, Body Decomposition to
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get the imprinted volumes, and Meshing Algorithm
Assignmentto matchappropriatemeshingalgorithmsto the
volumesdecomposed.

This paperemploys Feature Recognition(FR) technique to
guide the decomposition in an intelligent way. Some
hew”stic rules have been introduced to mimic the thinking
of human beings when handling complicated geometry for
meshing. Although there is still a lot of work to do, the
methodology proves to be effective and the results are
encouraging.

There are some issues that are under further investigation.
The major consideration is to add more knowledge into the
system such as auto-meshing patterns to guide the
decomposition so that the decomposition is more thorough
and the result is more intuitive to meshing.
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